Modeling plastic debris transport in freshwater systems
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Particle Transport Model

A particle transport model is constructed for the Laurentian Great Lakes to
estimate fate and transport of plastic debris. The model simulates advection
using surface currents in two-dimensions.

Input

2D Equations
𝑥𝑥 ′ = 𝑢𝑢
𝑦𝑦 ′ = 𝑣𝑣

 u and v currents from NOAA’s Great Lakes Coastal
Forecasting System
 3 hour fields used from 2009-2014
 Particle input
proportional to coastal
population
 Population data comes
from census figures and
uses a Gaussian distance
weighting with 10 km
standard deviation
 Chicago has one particle
released per 3h time step
and other releases are
proportional

3D Equations

In 3D, the vertical velocity is computed by integrating the conservation of mass
equation (Eq. 2) and transforming coordinate systems (Eq. 3):
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2D Model Results

Running the 2D model for
the years 2009-2014 we
see that Lakes Michigan,
Erie, and Ontario have the
most
plastic
debris.
Additionally, there is no
evidence in the model of a
garbage patch in any of the
Great Lakes (Fig. 2). The
distributions also fit well to
spatial distributions of
counts from water samples
and beach cleanups.

Using the estimates from Jambeck et al. (2015) for per capita plastic waste and
the percentage of that coastal waste that enters the water, along with census
data for the US and Canada we then estimated the yearly input into each of the
Great Lakes (Table 1). The best guess estimate is around 10,000 tons of plastic
entering the Great Lakes each year.

Best
Guess
Low
Bound
High
Bound

Our estimates for the amount of plastic entering the Great Lakes differs from our
estimate of the floating mass by a few orders of magnitude, which is consistent
with global estimates. Much of this debris is likely below the surface due to
particles sinking because of higher density or transport by currents. Using the 3D
model, we are in the process of simulating the vertical transport of neutral
density particles in Lake Erie (Fig. 3).

2D Surface

Fig. 1: Population density along the shore of the Great Lakes. Size
and color both represent population

Fig. 2: Average model particle density from 2009-2014. The distribution
matches well to samples and was used to estimate floating mass.

3D Model Results
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Fig. 3: The average particle density for the year
2009 from the simulation of (above) 2D surface
flow as well as (top right) 3D flow at the surface
and (bottom right) the bottom of Lake Erie. Both
simulations have the same number of particles
input from the shores. The fact that both have the
same total number of particles are input explains
why there is lower density overall in the 3D case,
though there are clear differences in distribution

3D Surface

Lagrangian Coherent Structures

Simply simulating the backwards transport to identify the source might not be
sufficient to explain differences. We are looking at other ways to measure
differences in the flow that could impact plastic distributions, including looking at
the current velocities and identifying dynamic barriers to transport called
Lagrangian Coherent Structures (LCS). Lagrangian Coherent Structures are lines or
surfaces that act as boundaries between regions of a flow where tracers (such as
plastic debris) exhibit different behavior. While there are several ways to
compute LCS, they can be visualized by considering how nearby trajectories
diverge over time. Accordingly, a simple LCS measure is the M-Function (Mancho
et al., 2013) which computes the distance traveled by particles in some time
interval, τ:
𝑡𝑡0 +𝜏𝜏
𝑀𝑀 = ∫𝑡𝑡 −𝜏𝜏 𝑣𝑣 𝑡𝑡 𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑.
0

Because nearby particles in the same dynamic regime will travel similar distances,
sharp gradients in M define the LCS. Since we are interested in the flow that led
to a sample, we only consider the backwards time, so
𝑡𝑡0
𝑀𝑀 = ∫𝑡𝑡 −𝜏𝜏 𝑣𝑣 𝑡𝑡 𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑.
0

This will identify attracting (stable) manifold structure.

3D Bottom

Both the 2D and 3D distributions for 2009 have the highest density along the
southern shore, near Cleveland (which has the largest population on Lake Erie).
The 3D distribution exhibits greater flushing (and thus lower relative density) in
the western basin, which better matches other simulations (Cable et al., 2017).
The relative density is also higher in the center of the eastern basin, where the
largest particle densities have been observed in samples and where the 2D model
exhibits the worst fit with samples (Hoffman and Hittinger 2017). There also
appears to be a significant amount of plastic debris modeled on the bottom,
particularly in the center of Lake Erie.

7 day M-function
July 29, 2012

Exploring Differences in Samples

Studies have noted that samples collected in the same location can have
significantly different densities of plastic debris, even on timescales of hours
much less years (Cable et al., 2017). This can make it challenging to interpret data
taken over multiples years. Modeling has the potential add context to the
samples by looking at the physical flow state that preceded the sample.
In one example from Lake Erie, samples taken in 2012 from the eastern basin (red
square in Fig. 4) recorded densities that were over 10 times larger than samples
collected from the eastern basin in 2014 (blue square in Fig. 4).
Simulating the trajectories of the particles backwards in time from the sampling
locations identifies some differences in the potential source of the debris. In
particular, particles samples in 2012 appear to have had longer and more recent
contact with the shoreline, which is where the input takes place (Fig. 4).

7 day M-function
July 7, 2014
Fig. 5: M-function plots showing the LCS for (top) July 2012 and (bottom)
2014. In both cases, the color represents the distance a particle in the that
starting location traveled in the 7 days prior. Sharp gradients are drown in
black using an edge detection method and represent the dominant LCS. Note
that in 2012 the sample location is more encircled by LCS than in 2014.

In 2012, the sample
was collected in the
middle of an almost
circular region with
strong LCS around it
(Fig. 5). This would trap
particles within this
region and prevent
them from leaving. This
structure is visible in
the 7-day LCS, but also
in a 30-day LCS (not
shown), which indicates
it was persistent. This
time period also had
relatively weak currents
that
would
allow
accumulation of debris.
The 2014 samples were
collected farther from
any LCS that would
contain debris. Currents
were also stronger at
this time and thus more
likely to disperse the
particles.

Summary and Future Work

 Modeling facilitates basin scale estimates of plastic pollution inputs and
floating mass and distributions match well with existing samples.
 Modeling also allows for increased understanding of the conditions at
sampling times, which can improve interpretation of multiyear observations.
 3D models appear to further improve the fit to observations and indicate that
a large percentage of the neutrally dense plastic will sink with the currents.
 3D work needs to be extended to multiple years and other Great Lakes to
provide mass estimates.
 Other variables need to be explored to contextualize observations and new,
concise metrics need to be created to combine these variables
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Table 1: Estimated input of plastic into each of the Great Lakes in tons. Estimates are generating by comparing
particle input to population in several cities and using the Jambeck et al. (2015) numbers for coastal per capita
plastic debris that enters the water. The bounds come from scaling to different cities.

Fig. 4: Backwards simulations of particles starting at sample locations in July 2012 and 2014 (squares of particles)
and showing the location of particles in those regions two months prior. It can be seen that the particles in 2012
(red) come from closer to the shore where the pollution originates.
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